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Expressing Your Value

Communicate the Vision and Strategic Advantages of Your SMA



OUTCOMES

“It’s important to own your successes and tell 
your story through results, outcomes and 
testimonies.”

Identify your best 
communicable values.

Understanding the 
importance of a value 
proposition.

How to create your value 
proposition and message 
triangle.

Learn communication 
tips, tactics and timing.
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-It should be developed specifically for your audience.

-Serves as the promise of the value and benefits you 

deliver. 

-Communicates the solution to the problem you can solve.

-Simple statement that serves as the centerpiece of your 

marketing message.

What is a 
Value
Proposition

A Value Proposition defines your organization, promotion strategy and success.
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is not…

-Not an incentive.

-Not a tagline.

-Not a positioning statement.

-Not a slogan.

-Not a mission statement.

A
Value
Proposition

A Value Proposition is not just for profit-based businesses. 
Nonprofits and organizations also compete to achieve their missions.



+ Value Proposition (listed on homepage)

+ Positioning Statement: “Bringing the world closer 

together.” (summary of mission)

+ Tagline: It’s quick and easy. (listed on homepage)

+ Slogan: “More Together” (changes, used in recent ad 

campaign)



+ Value Proposition (listed on homepage)

+ Tagline: Educate. Inform. Entertain. (listed on 

homepage)

+ Slogan: “C’mon Everybody! Experience What Makes 

Oklahoma Pop” (changes, used in recent ad campaign)







Shows the overlap of your member’s, or 
potential member’s, needs and challenges you 

can help tackle

Helps you identify with members and 
speak their language 

Ensures your messaging is consistent
and clear

Improves engagement

If you don’t know the needs 
or pain points of current and 

potential members, ASK. 

Conduct a survey and stay 
updated as these needs 

change. 

Ensure your organization 
continues to evolve.



MISSTEPS
Common

Your value proposition should be easy to 

identify and recall because it creates a 

powerful association with your 

organization’s brand. >>>> 

No proof of your organization’s value
Unclear verbiage 
Untested value proposition
Hype language

Ensure your Value Proposition works for you.

which may create negative responses or impede results //
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ASK THESE QUESTIONS about your organization:

+ What are your organization’s benefits? 

+ What services do you offer?

+ What value do you bring? 

+ Who is your target audience? 

+ What is your purpose? 

+ Why are you different from other organizations?

YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION
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A Value Proposition should have:

Clarity
Brevity

Advantage
Concreteness
Credibility

YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION
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Elements for Your Organization’s Value Proposition:

YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION

+ Can vary in length, but should be broad, concise and 
clear. Can be written in several ways: One/two words, 
one/two sentences or a paragraph. 

+ Headline

+ A sub-headline or short paragraph of text

+ Bullet points (optional)

+ Visual element (optional)



Message triangle
Communications & 

Marketing plan
Test



COMMUNICATE
How often you should

Continually lead your audiences through the stages of awareness

Your Value Proposition should serve as the centerpiece of your marketing message.

your value //

UNAWARE PROBLEM
AWARE

SOLUTION
AWARE

ORGANIZATION
AWARE

MOST
AWARE



Your Value Proposition should be the core piece of your organization’s brand identity. 

MARKETING TACTICS
+ Website: Homepage, content and blog
+ Ongoing branding campaign
+ Annual report
+ Social media
+ Email campaigns
+ Email signatures
+ Podcast
+Testimonials
+Virtually all copy

ALL MARKETING TACTICS SHOULD HAVE A UNITED MESSAGE.



MARKETING TACTICS CONTINUED

+ Storytelling

TAKE A SPECIAL FOCUS ON STORYTELLING.

90% of people trust what others say about an organization over what the organization says about themselves. 

95% of people say reviews and testimonials influence their giving or decisions. 



QUESTIONS?
Let’s talk.

How do I shift our organizational mindset?

Where do I start? 

Explain a specific situation.

Are we doing enough already?

Let’s brainstorm.



Tony Vann
Principal

Tony@TheGuildFactor.com

Lauren Daughety
Principal

Lauren@TheGuildFactor.com

Get Noticed.
TheGuildFactor.com

405.817.0420
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